Models commonly used for the analysis of hydraulic test data are generalized by regarding the dimension of the flow to be a parameter which is not necessarily integral and which must be determined empirically. Mathematical solutions for this generalized radial flow model are derived for the standard test conditions: constant rate, constant head, and slug tests. Solutions for the less common, sinusoidal test are contained within the general solutions given. Well bore storage and skin are included and the extension to dual-porosity media outlined. The model is presented as a model of fractured media, for which it is most likely to find application because of the problem of choosing the appropriate flow dimension.
Throughout the mathematical development r will be used to represent radial distance from the centre of the source measured in the fracture flow system. The real (Euclidian) distance from the source must therefore equal r divided by the tortu0s-ity, which can be regarded as an empirical parameter. •n '-' 2•n/2/I•(n/2) and F(x) is the gamma function. (Some specific values of a n are given in Table 1 .) The region between the equipotentia! shells must therefore have a volume b 3 --n•znrn-xAr, where Ar is small. Q volumetric rate Q(t). Water will also flow between the source and the fracture system at a rate given by Darcy's law. So the rate of change of storage in the source is described by
Flow Equations

$•,.•H/•t(t) = Q(t) + K fb3-":xnrw n-1 ?h/•r(rw ' t)
where H(t) is the head in the source and Sw is the storage capacity of the source.
The head within the source is assumed to differ from that in the formation at radius r•,, due to a skin of infinitesimal thickness which impedes the flow:
H(t) = h(r•,,, t)-s•.r•,, t•h/?r(r•,, t}
where si is the skin factor. The form of (7) has been chosen such that soe is dimensionless and has the standard interpretation for two-dimensional, cylindrical flow where it is normally encountered [e.g., Ramey, 1982] . A boundary condition is introduced which states that the head is constant at a fixed distance from the source
h(r o, t) = h o (8)
In the majority of cases considered this condition takes the special form of zero head at infinite distance from the source. It will normally be assumed that the initial condition is that the head is zero throughout the system: h(r, 0)= H(0)= 0
This condition does not exclude the slug test (section 5), but will not apply to the steady state sinusoidal test (section'6).
• •r One case of a fixed head at a finite distance for an infinitesi- 
Taking the Laplace transform of (7), and using (15) Taking the Laplace transform of (6) and using (9), (16), and 
Infinitesimal Source and Infinite Flow Region
Using ( In Figure 2 , which is a l'og-log plot, it appears that many of the curves tend to straight lines as u tends to zero (time tends to infinity). This behavior can be investigated by considering the asymptotic form of (32) which, using (A22), gives 4rr-"k.rb-"v L\Tff] -F(1 -,')r 2' Note that in (35) the time-dependent term dominates for large times when n is less than two; this explains the linear behavior in Figure 2 and also shows that the slopes of the lines tend to v (= 1 -n/2). Also, note that when v < 0 (n > 2) the time-dependent term tends to zero; hence the steady state will be achieved when and only when the dimension is greater than two.
The integral dimension cases of (35) 
I•!finitesirnal Source With a Fixed Head Boundary
The case now considered is that of an infinitesimal source with a fixed head h o, boundary condition at a finite radius r o.
This case is of interest because, for the two-dimensional case, it must leads to the Thiem equation in the steady state, and also because it can be used for comparison with various types of numerical model, where it is easier to simulate a finite rather than infinite system.
Using the limiting form of (6), the boundary condition at 
CONSTANT HE^D TESTS
Suppose that the head in the source is held at a constant value H 0 for all times greater than zero. Using (A28), the sions less than two the injection rate tends asymptotically to zero, while the head in the fractures (at any finite radius) tends to that of the source. 
SLUG TESTS Slug tests (sometimes referred to as a pulse tests) are initiated by a sudden change of head
Equation ( 
Parameters
The GRF model introduces two novel parameters: the dimension n and the extent of the flow zone b. Tortuosity is also introduced, but is used in the familiar sense to represent the ratio of the length of the flow path between two points and the distance between the same points.
The parameter b is difficult to describe for nonintegral flow dimensions, but it has a simple interpretation for integral values. For one-dimensional flow it is simply the square root of the flow area (Figure la In practice, such a source cannot be realized except for integral dimensions. So the head in a real source cannot be expected to correspond closely to the value of H, although it could be hoped that variations in H might be indicative of real head changes. Because of this difficulty the model is more applicable to interference tests than to single borehole tests. 
Relationship to Other Models
The main reason for carrying out hydraulic tests is usually to obtain parameter values that can be used in some form of regional flow model. If the GRF model reveals an integral dimension for a test then the only problem is that of deciding the orientation of the flow system when the dimension is either one or two. However, for nonintegra! dimensions the model, along with any parameters derived using it, is not consistent with any commonly used model. It is hoped, however, that it will be possible to establish a relationship between the GRF model and fracture network models. is shown that these are easily extended to include dual porosity. Normally, it will be necessary to invert these transforms numerically; a brief discussion of methods is given in Appendix B.
Constant rate tests in an infinite medium will tend to a steady state for all dimensions greater than two. Steady state solutions are diagnostic of the dimension via the radial variation in head. When the dimension is less than or equal to two, the test will be transient; when it is less than two, the dimension is obtained directly from the slope of a plot of the logarithm of head against the logarithm of time, for large times.
The model is a straightforward extension of integral dimcu. sion models and it therefore appears to be a natural candidate for a model of flow in fractured rock, where the appropriate dimension is often uncertain. However, significant theoretical and practical difficulties arise in the application of the model., notably, the dimension does not appear to be an intrinsic property of the rock (and is likely to be scale-dependent), the idealized spherical source geometry cannot be realized, and anisotropy cannot be included. Also, the physical interpreta. tion of the flow dimension is unclear, although it is conjectured that the model respresents radial diffusion on a fractal network. Numerical experiments using fracture network models should help to give some insight into these problems. cS(t) Dirac delta function. 
